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The Tyranny of Commodity Spill-Over

“Great warrior. Wars not make one great.” – Master Yoda, Star Wars



The tyranny of Ukraine’s invasion echoes via the tyranny of commodity supply shock risks.



For a world that was already grappling with worryingly high (cost-push) inflation before the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, the surge in commodity prices from the geo-political spill-over of the Russian
invasion of Ukraine is not merely an inconvenience, but rather a binding economic threat.



To be sure, this war waged by that Russia is above all a human tragedy. And the consequent (albeit
inadvertent) explosion in commodity prices only magnifies to the collective economic pain.



Specifically, a surge of this order may inevitably impose the tyranny of stagflation-type impulses;
accentuating already elevated inflation risks on one hand, yet on the other, diminishing (if not
derailing) a still fragile recovery (by aggravating supply disruptions as well as dampening demand).



In turn, this will inflict significantly sharper policy trade-offs for central banks caught between
the dangers of inflation expectations getting unhinged (to the detriment of macro stability) and
demand destruction imposed by higher eroded disposable incomes/profits.



What’s worrying is that the most acute commodity price shocks will be transmitted via energy.
Europe will ostensibly hurt disproportionally due to “local factors” of gas and coal’s spike that is
more evident in Newport coal that is more similar in calorific value to Russian coal.
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Trouble is, energy inflation has a long reach, and looks to be exacerbated by food inflation that
ripples via grain inputs and feed; with Russia’s impact of wheat resonating wider amid grains.



Outside of Europe, EM (including EM Asia) are most significantly exposed to enlarged stagflation
risks given the large weights of food and energy. But not evenly so.



India and Philippines are perhaps most acutely compromised by the negative terms of trade (ToT)
effects as “twin deficits” and inflation conspire. Thailand’s sizable oil import reliance will be drag
albeit to a lesser extent; as will Singapore’s (although the large refined oil export sector offsets).



At the other end of the spectrum, Australia comes out on top of the positive ToT effects (given the
sweep of coal, gas, metals and wheat exports); followed by Indonesia and with Malaysia some way
back but nevertheless positive on net oil and gas exports.



But as pertinent as the differentiation (between net gainers and losers based on ToT) may be at the
margin, commodity supply shocks pushed to greater extremes will render the idea of “windfall”
commodity gains illusory. Simply because demand destruction will overtake ToT effects; as Yoda
said, “wars make not one great”. Such is the tyranny of conflict and its extension.
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